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“With a clean technique and direct
composition,
devoid
of
any
retouching, Anna Surinyach has
photographed hundreds, thousands
of people in search of their dreams”
Alberto Rojas, El Mundo

We are not refugees
No somos refugiados

“A few years ago I thought a lot
about trying to write something
like this, a book about new
borders, and since then, every so
often, I ask myself why I haven’t
done it. Now I can answer myself
with conviction: because Agus
Morales has already written it”
Martin Caparrós

The Front Line
La línea del frente

“Aixa de la Cruz’s imaginative world
is always dark and surprising...”
Javier Calvo

Animal Models
Modelos animales

2016
Vila d'Ascó
Award

Standards
Estàndards

Palimpsests
Los palimpsestos

2017 PEN/Heim
Translation Fund Grant Recipients

Forbidden Miracles
Los milagros prohibidos

The story of persecution, a love triangle and an unfair duel between two men.
At the same time, this book is a profound reflection on justice and pays homage
to the protagonists of a relatively unknown episode of the Civil War, the Red
Week of La Palma and the following insubordination of those involved

Ned Blackbird's
Other Life

La otra vida de Ned Blackbird

“Ravelo has written the novel that
many of us have dreamed about writing
someday. On top of this, he has done it
better than we could have imagined”
Sebastià Benassar

“From the very first pages of the novel,
the reader is completely captivated by
Ravelo’s magic, by his powerful prose,
by his tributes to an entire generation
of hidden writers and by the structure
of his multilayered story whose
ending is unpredictable and of
unparalleled beauty”
Sebastià Benassar

Flowers Don’t Bleed
Las flores no sangran

“A crime novel that also depicts
many of the ills of contemporary
society. And it becomes an
allegory of what we can become”
Victoriano S. Álamo
Pleamar Cultural

“Alexis is already a master in this
genre. This novel confirms it”
Paco Gómez Escribano
Culturamas

The Last Tomb
La última tumba

Premio
Getafe de
Novela Negra
2013
“In this extremely dark crime
novel, nobody is innocent, and
nothing is what it seems. You won’t
be able to leave it until the end”
Juan Laborda Barceló
Culturamas

The Pequinese Strategy
La estrategia del Pequinés

“When a novel prevents you from
getting on with your life because
you’re aching for a few stolen
moments to go on reading it, it’s a
damn masterpiece of a novel.”
Paco Gómez Escribano

Premio
Hammett
2013

“A great literary work. A noir novel
to shed a tear to and get sentimental
with on a rainy afternoon.”
Sebastià Serrano

Cristina Morales confirms her place as
the greatest and most powerful novelist
of her generation.
Carlos Pardo, Babelia (El Pais)
She’s a force of nature. Morales' writing
is powerful and placed in the antipodes
of political correctness.

Marta Sanz, ABC Cultural
There are few authors who are putting as
much risk in their literature as she does.

Vicente Luis Mora
Diario de Lecturas

Modern Terrorists
Terroristas modernos

Cristina Morales shows a maturity, a radicalism without
aggression and a remarkable quality of writing.

J. A. Masoliver, Culturas / La Vanguardia

Cristina Morales shows us, the women of
the twentyfirst century, how, all at once,
we are both different from and the same
as Teresa of Ávila; show us all the battles
left for us to win.
Marta Sanz, author of Black, Black,
Black and Lección de anatomía
(Anagrama)

Profane Words
Malas palabras

Hardcore Maternity

One might expect this step from
Enrique Díaz Alvarez. From being a
skilled film editor, he has moved focus
to the essay and here proposes a
literature of resistance in the face of
invading discourses. This book is
suggestive,
creative
and
highly
recommended.
Enrique VilaMatas

The lives of others
El traslado

A book that champions the
imagination as an act of
political resistance.

Rolling Stock
Material rodante

“The narrative continues to expand
all the way to the end like a journey
without an end. […] Its reflections
appear to be light but in fact are very
refined, creating a narrative space
that allows the reader to appreciate
the surprises that routine brings.”
Francisco Solano
Babelia, El Pais

Pocket Book

El libro de los bolsillos

Blue Label
Etiqueta Azul

“This deftly and idiomatically
translated novel . . . a quest of
sorts, as a high school student in
Chávez's Venezuela tries to make
sense of love and life . . . packs a
punch on many levels: personal,
political, and even mythic”
Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
“...has created an uninhibited,
adolescent
female
voice,
a
character who not only narrates
but also provides a rich, raw speech
map . . . of a generation whose
destiny lies elsewhere”
Alberto Barrera Tyszka, Afterword

“A whole book of poems or an entire
novel could be written out of every three
sentences from this book, a sequence of
sharp, strictly poetic and intelligent
concatenations, neither pretentious nor
forced”
Agustín Fernández Mallo

Alma

“Kubrick, Malkovich, Einstein and
everything else. A quantum piece
of prose”  Don de Lillo

Circumstances
Acontecimento

An astute author who intuitively
establishes
a
balance
between
referencing ancient Greek sources,
getting to the heart of contemporary
scientific
discourse
(his
being
a
professional mathematician does not go
to waste) and tracing the consumption
and entertainment that define society.
(…) Moreno links his ideas together with
daring intuition, every three phrases
could be an entire poem or novel. By no
means pretentious or laboured, his
writing is intelligent and demandingly
poetic.
Agustín Fernández Mallo

Family Life
Vida familiar

Premi
Mercè
Rodoreda
2016

Mother and Daughter
Mare i filla

“Ana Maria Matute has
found her heiress”
Peio H. Riaño
El Confidencial

Mariela
Es un decir

“The confirmation of an author that
connects the present to traditions, in
the line of Martín Gaite and Matute”
I. Martín Rodrigo, D. Morán
ABC

Belfondo

“Belfondo is a miracle”
José Antonio Muñoz
Revista de Letras

“Exquisite prose”
José Manuel Tirado
Librería Beta, Sevilla

Jon Bilbao is one of the most talented
writers of the new batch. (…) He rules
a part of the world he managed to
make his where the attention to detail
is fundamental.
ABC
Jon Bilbao confirms an
extraordinary talent
El País, Babelia

Silence and Creak
Solitude triptych
El silencio y los crujidos

Intense and brutal, extreme and
charming,
Jon
Bilbao’s
prose
manages to put his characters on the
edge of their abysms through some
tragic decisions.

Absolutely excellent
El Confidencial

Jon Bilbao, one of the most
interesting
and
awardwinning
contemporary Spanish storytellers,
once
again
demonstrates
in
Stromboli his extraordinary capacity
to reveal the often disturbing or
unsettling elements that are hidden
beneath the most mundane of stories.

Stromboli
Estrómboli

Jon Bilbao exhibits a rare mastery
El País, Babelia
Jon Bilbao is one of the new wave of
writers who I consider the most
gifted. He commands a world that he
has managed to make his own, where
attention to detail is the priority
ABC
Jon Bilbao has established himself as
one of the few Spanish story tellers
who combine quality and commercial
appeal.
Qué Leer

A tense and intense novel that
culminates in outlandish violence. A
terrific, anxious, and disturbing read.
Starred Review on Kirkus

Still the Same Man
Padres, hijos y primates

Shakespeare and the White Whale
Shakespeare y la ballena blanca

Family Resemblance
Física familar

“A magnificent book that you’ll read in one sitting”
“This book provides an excellent opportunity
to get to know one of the most notable
authors in contemporary Spanish literary”

“Bilbao’s language is incisive, razorsharp and devoid of florid adornment; often
the most important thing is not what is said, but what is left unsaid; what is
suggested. And it’s precisely their capacity to suggest things to us that makes
these small stories feel big, in all senses of the word…”

“An excellent and atmospheric historical
thriller. I loved it”  Philip Kerr

VESALIUS’ SECRET
El secreto de Vesalio

The secret of Vesalius is one of those books one should
preferably read when it rains and storms outside, a hot
chocolate with rum on the side. Jordi Llobregat knows his
business and leads you into a turn of the century world of
obsessed men, ambitious students and long buried family
secrets that burst open. There couldn’t be a better background
for such a story than the baroque city of Barcelona and its
many dark and poverty stricken barrios at that time. A well
accomplished first novel and an engaging, scary tale!
Nelleke Geel  Meridiaan Uitgevers, Holanda

Secrets, lies and forbidden passions are played out
against the tumultuous and enthralling backdrop of
nineteenthcentury Barcelona, where nothing is what it
seems and no one is safe from their past.

Bonaparte’s Beekeeper
El apicultor de Bonaparte

Dead Work
Obra muerta

This magnificent story by José Luis de
Juan works its majesty suspended
between the dawn and the night,
between the present and
memories of the past.

Magnificent novel [...] José Luis de
Juan reaches new heights in the
nomadic
novel,
as
originally
conceived by writers like Lawrence
Durrell, among others introspective
students of the possibilities and
impossibilities of love. And of its
brilliant agony.
J. Ernesto AyalaDip, El País

Dancing Flame
La llama danzante

“The wait was worth it. [...] It is,
until now, his best novel.”
José Carlos Llop, ABC
“An interesting personality. An
excellent writer.”
Pilar Castro, El Cultural

Ciutat de Palma Prize
for novel in 2012

Winner of a PEN Translates Award
Bestselling book in Basque at the
DonostiaSan Sebastián and Bilbao
Book Fairs, winning the Euskadi
Plata and ZazpiKale prizes.
Winner of Seventh Igartza Prize,
the Beterriko liburua (an annual
distinction which readers award
the best book in Basque),
Hontza, JUUL and Iparraguirre.

Her Mother’s Hands
Amaren eskuak

Let's Wait Until
It Stops Raining
Atertu Arte Itxaron

An unforgettable character. A
novel of hopelessness for our
hopeless moment in time”
Luisgé Martin

Kanada

“A great and admirable novel, a
euphoria of reading pleasure”
Fernando Marías

Comparable to Roberto Bolaño’s
The Savage Detectives and Andrés
Neuman’s Traveller of the Century
in its light touch on literary themes,
the gifted voice and male insight,
The Sky Over Lima is already being
recognized as one of the most
assured and inventive literary
novels to come out of Spain in years

The Sky Over Lima
El cielo de Lima

Premio
Ojo Crítico
de Literatura
2015
Premio
Alcalá de Henares
2015

“Charming...A love letter to
the creative process”
Kirkus

The Web is On Fire
Arden las redes

Postcensorship and
the new virtual world

Showering Not Permitted!
¡Prohibida la ducha!

First nonAmerican to ever win
the famous Western States 100 Race.

Summits of My Life
Somnis i reptes à la muntanya

“For many, skyrunning sounds hellish; but
for Jornet and others like him, there is
beauty in motion”  The New York Times
“The ‘extraterrestrial’ Kilian Jornet climbed Everest
in twentysix hours, without oxygen”  Le Monde
“Kilian Jornet, 29, is widely considered the world’s best
ultradistance and mountain runner”  The Guardian
“Kilian Jornet’s feats are redefining the sports of climbing,
skiing and ‘ultra’ running”  Financial Times

The Invisible Frontier
La frontera invisible

The most
dominating endurance
athlete of his generation
The New York Times

“If we do not dream, we are dead” An epic expedition to the Himalayas
“If this superathlete took part in a more popular sport he would be
compared to legends like Bolt, Merckx and Jordan”  El Mundo

Run or Die
Correr o morir

Marc Pastor’s fertile imagination is
on par with the masters of the
fantastic thriller genre, and in his
new novel—with its fascinating
premise
and
unexpected
plot
twists—he combines intrigue and
adventure to captivate readers and
mercilessly keep them turning pages.

Farishta

Bioko

“An exciting story where nothing is what is seems... except for the adventure”
Jaume Balagueró, director of REC

Barcelona Shadows
La mala dona

“As gripping as it is gruesome…
Highly recommended”  Independent
“There's a touch of Poe and Bram Stoker  but also Sherlock Holmes and Raymond
Chandler. This luridly coloured Catalan novel is a mixture of Gothic horror and
gritty crime. It's gruesome, creepy and hugely entertaining”
 The Times

“Their goal was to populate Madrid
with visibly desperate bodies”

The First Days
of Pompeii

Los primeros días de Pompeya

“Like many first novels (..) is written
in the first person. Like very few, it’s
a novel that invents a voice, a unique
voice that is fierce, uncompromising,
heard with a hardcore rawness,
without the slightest irony”
Alan Pauls

A Model Student
Buena Alumna

“An analysis of the tension between
the living and the inanimate (...) We
can make a connection between her
prose (and intelligence) and two
authors, Fleur Jaeggy and Clarice
Lispector, but there is another
specific merit in ‘Buena alumna’: that
of renaming a London already
crowded with literature. Porroni
shares with other authors (from
Patrick Hamilton to Hanif Kureishi),
her exploration of the city, the
precariousness, the misery, the
disorientation of its victims”
Carlos Pardo

Stolen Hours
Las horas robadas

“A love story that
burns with mystery”
Manuel Rivas

Naive love.
Broken love.
And a clandestine love
that defies the passage of time.

An amusing story full of imagination,
fantasy and fun, allowing the
reader’s imagination to run wild. The
story not only presents an enjoyable
and playful narrative with a range of
peculiar characters, but also teaches
us about how to respect people who
are different from us. Sometimes
there is nothing more real than a
dream.

My favourite nightmare
Mi pesadilla favorita

Awarded the
Lazarillo Award 2014
the oldest and most prestigious
children literature award in Spain
Selected for the
White Ravens catalogue 2015
International Youth Library

Mary Shelley and
Frankenstein
Mary Shelley i el
monstre de Frankenstein

The Immortal
La Inmortal

XXV
Edebé Prize
for Children’s
Literature

Trilogy of the Dark Years
Trilogía de los Años Oscuros

Navy Blue
Azul Marino

The Whispering City
Don de lenguas

Winner
of the
English
Pen Award

The Big Chill
El gran frío

“Delicious style, impeccably
entertaining, sordid characters and
a beautifully constructed plot”
Toni Hill

The Moon in the Mines
La luna en las minas

The Cornelia WeberTejedor Series

New
Title

As a detective novelist, her work has an air of P. D. James
with its well crafted scenes and a keen attention to the details
of everyday life and psychological nuances."
La Vanguardia

If not, we kill him
Si no, lo matamos

Rosa Ribas has created more than
three hundred flawless pages, a
lesson in narrative and micro history
that should be read by anyone with
an ounce of curiosity. It is a truly
brilliant book, in the story it tells and
how it is told and in its highly
sensitive perception of events. It is a
narrative free from excess, simple but
powerful, a novel that should not be
ignored […] Simply perfect.

Guesthouse Leonardo
Pensión Leonardo

Miss Fifty

With humour and warmth, Rosa
Ribas pays literary tribute to all
women affected by cancer and who
have battled or are battling to beat it.
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Masterful
Magistral

“It leaves the impression that it is possible for something new, radical and
challenging to emerge in Spanish literature. If the author were from Chicago
or San Francisco, he would have more translations than readers now”
El Confidencial

“Could be like a magic show which suddenly exhausts its repertoire, unleashing
such surprise that it brings about K.O. And yet, his wise combination of genius
and madness, of fun and of evaluation, offers us an interesting reflection on the
relationship that we maintain with literature. Like in the works of Calvino, the
essays of Eco, like in children’s stories, you choose your own adventure”
Óscar Brox, Détour
“A speech, a satire, a pamphlet, a diatribe. It’s the language of an apocalyptic
and suicidal king who resigns from his office, from his language, from the
Spanish language because he cannot bear the mediocrity of that which the
average writer and reader have succumbed”
Diego Sánchez Aguilar
El coloquio de los perros

This time, Sergio del Molino, La
España vacía’s author, takes us for a
walk around these enclaves looking
for reasons for coexistence in a
moment in which for many is very
difficult to find them

Winner
of the
XXXV Premio
Espasa 2018

Places Out of Place
Lugares fuera de sitio

“It might be said that the book
promotes its own structure by
assembling thoughts and reflections,
by bringing together the impulses of a
prose that takes advantage of its need
to build meanings. This way of
proceeding comes from sure from
Sergio del Molino's activity of news
reporting, but there is no doubt that
he uses this resource skillfully,
adapting it to the nonfiction subject
that supports his literature”
Francisco Solano, Babelia  El País

Second Nature
La mirada de los peces

“An excellent prose writer who is able to be at the
same time educational, critic and emotional”
Jorge Carrión, The New York Times in Spanish

Empty Spain
La España vacía

13th edition

More than 50.000 copies sold!

A journey through
a country that never was

Premio
Calamo 2017
for
Non Fiction

Bookseller
Prize
Premio Gremio
de los Libreros

The Things Nobody Cares About
Lo que a nadie le importa

“And
for
all
the
author’s
thoughtfulness and exactitude, his
intellectual searching, it is Sergio
del Molino’s grief, into which
we’re drawn, that powers this
beautiful, bitter, essential book”
The Times Literary Supplement

The Violet Hour
La hora violeta

Premio
Ojo Crítico
de Literatura
2014

Premio
Tigre Juan
2014

Glass Tigers
Tigres de cristal

A gripping psychological thriller
that explores the limits between
guilt and atonement

Through an intense plot, full of
secrets, Toni Hill leads us to a
mythical
neighborhood
in
the
Cinturón Rojo of Barcelona, both in
the tumultuous seventies and today,
with some deeply human characters
stuck in a conflict marked by loyalty,
silence and revenge.

Ice Angels

Los ángeles de hielo

More than 30.000 copies sold

Recklessly poetic men
Homens imprudentemente poéticos

“The blind have their backs
turned to every direction”

Deshumanization
A Desumanização

A thousand men’ son
O filho de mil homens

Brazil

VillasBoas & Moss Literary Agency

China & Taiwan
Gray Hawk Agency

Greece

Ersilia Literary Agency

Poland
Book / lab

Japan

Turkey

Tuttle Mori

Kalem Agency

US & Canada & The Netherlands
2 Seas Agency

Eastern Europe
Tempi Irregolari

France
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